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The great majority of the known nuclides with Z > 40, including the so-called stable nuclides, are 
metastable with  respect  to several modes of  spontaneous superasymmetric splitting.  A model ex- 
tended from the fission theory of  alpha decay allows one to estimate the lifetimes and the branching 
ratios relative to the alpha decay for these natural radioactivities.  From a huge amount of  systemat- 
ic calculations it is concluded that the process should proceed with maximum intensity in the trans- 
lead  nuclei, where the minimum lifetime is  obtained from parent-emitted heavy  ion combinations 
leading to a magic (208~b)  or almost magic daughter nucleus.  More thari 140 nuclides with atomic 
number smaller than 25 are possible candidates to be  emitted from heavy nuclei, with half-lives in 
the range of  1010-1030  s: 5He  8-10~~  11.12~  12-16~ 13-17~  15-220  18-23~ 20-26ye,  23-28~~  23-30~ 
>  *  27-32~1,  ?8-36si,  31-39p  32-42s,  35-45.  . .C],  37-47..  .A~,  40-49.  . .K  42-51..  g,  ca,  44-53..  .sC  46-53..  .~i  , 
48-54..  .V arid  49-55.. .cr ~h  .  e shell structure and the pairing effects are clearly manifested in these 
new decay modes. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
There are many kinds of  radioactivities  discovered  so 
far.lz2 In  a  number  of  previous  we  have 
predicted  new  related  phenomena,  showing  that  a  great 
variety of heavy ions (HI's) with mass number A2  >  4 and 
atomic number Z2  2 2 could  be  emitted from heavy  nu- 
clides ( A,Z)  leading to a daughter ( A1,Z1  ).  Some of the 
predictions3 concerning these "une~~ected"~  decay modes 
have been recently mentioned.1° 
The spontaneous  emission  of  14c  from 223~a,  experi- 
mentally  discovered"  at the beginning  of  1984  and al- 
ready c~nfirmed,'~,~  is the first evidence of one of the new 
decay modes. 
The asymmetry of a typical fission fragment mass dis- 
tribution curve13 was explained1"17  as determined by the 
shell  effe~ts.'~,'~  We  noti~ed',~  the gap between  A2  =4 
and A2  =60-70  and we found in this region the new phe- 
nomena, assuming the production mechanism to be either 
an emission of a preformed cluster or a superasymmetric 
fission process.  Several methods have been used. 
By  means of  the fragmentation  the~r~,~'  allowing  to 
calculate the fission  fragment mass distribution,"  a new 
peak  (48~a)  for the 252~o  fi~sion~~,~  and a shoulderz3 for 
the 238~  fission has been fo~nd.~',~  Penetrability calcula- 
tions3 showed that eight even-even HI's-'~c,  24~e,  28~g, 
32,34~~  ,  46~r,  and 48,50~a-co~ld  be preferentially emitted 
from 16 nuclides, and isotopes of Ra, Th, U,. . . up to No. 
However, the penetrability is not a measurable quantity. 
Our  program  allowing  to  estimate  the  half-lives4  was 
based on the fission mechanism.  A numerical superasym- 
metric  fission  model  (NSAFM) was  derived  by  extend- 
ing24-26  three variants of the liquid drop model  [LDM,'~ 
finite  range  of  nuclear  forces  model  (FRNFM),'~  and 
Yukawa-plus-exponential  model  (Y +  EM) (Ref. 2911  to 
the systems  with  charge asymmetry  different  from  the 
mass asymmetry and by  using  a phenomenological shell 
correction.  The model  was tested30231j334  fo  r a decay, the 
half-lives  being  computed  with  the  Wentzel-Kramers- 
Brillouin  (WKB) method  successfully  ~sed~~  in  fission. 
Another model describing in a unified  way  the statistics 
of light particle emission (from highly excited states above 
the barrier) and the fission was developed in Refs. 33 and 
34 and was  recently  te~ted.~~  Unlike this model  we  are 
concerned  with  ground  or low  excited  states  below  the 
barrier,  where  quantum-mechanical  tunneling  and  shell 
effects are very important. 
The  NSAFM  involving  manifold  numerical  quadra- 
tures is too slow to be used for a systematic search of new 
decay modes, where one has more than 105 combinations 
of  parent-emitted  HI's.  An  analytical  relationship 
[analytical superasymmetric fission model (ASAFM)]  was 
derived4 and extended5 to account for angular momentum 
and small excitation energy effects.  We have seen4j5 that 
all  -2000  nuclides of known ma~ses~~  are stable for the 
emission  of  2,3~,  3'6-9~e,  4~i,  7~,  and  9~  but  '~e,  12c, 
160,  etc.,  are  good  candidates.  The  simple  rule  of 
minimum lifetime for the ""b  daughter obtained for the 
'~e  radioactivity5  was  verified  when  other  candidates 
with an increased Z2  (4-10)  were con~idered.~-~ 
In  this  Paper,  we  report  a  more  comprehensive  list2 
( Zz  =2-24)  of the decay modes and an improved accura- 
cy  which  is  made possible  by  the use  of  the new  mass 
table~~~  and the introduction of  some shell effects in the 
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Zero point vibration energy E„  giving a better fit with ex- 
perimental  data for the  380 a  emitters  and reproducing 
the 14c  radioactivity of the 223~a  experimental point.  In 
this way, we expect to estimate better the lifetimes for the 
new  decay  modes,  especially in the neighborhood  of  the 
magic neutron and Proton numbers of the daughter. 
11.  CALCULATION OF THE BARRIER 
AND THE LIFETIME 
We are looking for metastable states," for which  both 
the released energy 
and  the  barrier  height  are  positive.  The  mass  excess 
M ( A,Z) is taken from the table~.~' 
Two parametrizations for nuclear  shapes are adopted: 
intersected  heres es,^' or a spheroid and a small ~~here.~~ 
In the first case, the separation distance between Centers is 
varied from Ri  =Ro-R2  to infinity, where Ro  =roA 'I3, 
Rj  =ro~  f  l3  (j=  1,2).  The radius  constant  r,  takes  dif- 
ferent values when the liquid drop part ELD  in the equa- 
tion of the deformation energy 
is computed3' by using LDM, FRNFM, or Y +  EM.  By 
choosing the origin of the potential energy at R =  cc  and 
a suitable30  shell correction term 6E, one has E ( Ri  ) =  Q. 
The half-life of a metastable system is given32  by 
where  is the partial disintegration width for a particular 
mode and 
represents  the  number  of  assaults  on  the  barrier  per 
second.  According  to  the WKB theory,  the probability 
per unit time of penetration through the barrier 
where the action integral 
the mass  parameter  ,LL  is  replaced  by  the reduced  mass 
p =m,  A A2/A, m,  is the nucleon mass,  Ra and Rb are 
given by E(R,)=E(Rb)=Q1,  and 
By  comparing 
with I?=2y2P' used in the R-matrix theory of a decay, it 
seems that the role of  the reduced width  proportional 
to the cluster preformation  probability, is  played by  E,. 
This is not true.  The penetrability  P' is not dependent on 
it  is  calculated for  R >  R, =R  +Rz, where  electro- 
static forces dominate, by  considering a point in a poten- 
tial.  In fission the~r~,~,  P is function of E„  E (R)  is the 
interaction energy of two extended objects, and the contri- 
bution of the strong interaction in the overlapping region 
of  the fragments  ( Ri <  R <  Rt)  increases  with  A2. The 
variation of  Eu with the neutron number NI  for a decay 
or with  A2 from cluster to cluster is much smaller than 
that of  This stability of  E,  is  a useful  property  for 
lifetime predictions.  The argument of some experimenters 
that they have found a good P'/PL ratio, does not imply 
that the branching ratio 
will also be good, as long as for clusters heavier than ai  it 
is not known how to calculate or to measure y2. 
In the framework of  NSAFM, E,  was found from a fit 
with experimental data.  The best overall agreement with 
data,  ranging  over  24  orders  of  magnitude,  for  58  a 
emitters has been  obtained with  E,=0.37  and 0.3  MeV 
when  ELD  was calculated by LDM and Y +  EM, respec- 
tively.  A time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF)  computa- 
ti~n~~  for the system a +  208~b  led to E, e0.4 MeV.  For 
the  I4c radioactivity  of  223~a,  one  needs  0.025  MeV 
(Y +  EM). 
The analytical  relationship  (ASAFM) for the lifetime 
was  deri~ed~,~  by  approximating  the  potential  barrier 
E (R)  in the overlapping region by a second-order polyno- 
mial in R.  Sometimes, from the spin and parity conserva- 
tion5 one has a nonzero angular momentum  1%.  The cen- 
trifugal barrier  gives an additional  delay.  The excitation 
energy, supplied  for example by  the ß decay of a precur- 
sor, acts in the opposite direction. 
If we express the time in seconds, the energies in MeV, 
and the lengths in fm, the decimal logarithm of  the half- 
life is given by 
log T =0.434 29(K„ +Ks ) -logEu -  20.8436 ,  (7) %E,  +  [+=  Q  '~i  1;  r=-  , 
1 /2 
R  t 
Rb 
C -2r 
.&=(C  +m -I)'/~-[Y(c  -  arc sin 
(~'+4rn)'/~  (~~+4rn)'/~ 
+-\/mln 
2-\/m[r(c -Y)+~]'/~+cY  +2m 
C-2  I 
r[2iL'(c  +m -  I)'/~+c  +2m] 
r2~, 
m =-'  rEc  ,  C=---  ro=1.2249 fm,  I 
Q'  Q'  ' 
where E* is the fraction of the excitation energy, concen- 
trated in the collective mode leading to separation. 
At the beginning536  the Zero point vibration energy was 
obtained by a fit with a selected Set of experimental data40 
TYP  on 376 a emitters.  Now  there are 380 a-decaying 
nuclides4'  and as is shown by  curve (a) from Fig.  1, for 
E,  =0.51 MeV, the standard deviation of log T, 
takes the minimum value u=0.96. 
When the measurement for 14c radioactivity was avail- 
able,"  we saw that our predictions made with  E, =0.51 
MeV had been by three orders of magnitude too pessimis- 
tic.  Agreement  has  been  obtained7,'  by  using  the  law 
E, =0. 1275A2. 
Using  a  semiempirical  f~rmula~'~~  for  a  decay,  in 
which the shell effects have been taken into account, one 
gets U =  0.4 1.  The variation of E,  calculated to reproduce 
exactly the lifetime for each a emitter, suggests a simple 
way to introduce shell effects in E,  by making it propor- 
tional to Q.  Curve (b) of Fig. 1 shows the optimum value 
0.095 Q for which U =0.73.  A convenient law was found2 
to be 
0.42  0.50 -  E,  (MeV) 0.60 
1-21  ''  '  11' ''  '  I 
FIG.  1.  Choosing  the  Zero  point  vibration  energy  E,  by 
minimization of the standard deviation of log T values for 380 a 
emitters.  E,=constant  (a) and E,  proportional  with  Q„ when 
Qa > 0 (b). 
One  has  E, =0.095Q  for  a  decay  and  E, =31.8 
X 0.056e  1.77 MeV for the 14c  radioactivity of 223~a. 
This equation will be used below.  We need further ex- 
perimental data in order to check and improve the accura- 
cy of the predictions.  One can get only rough estimations 
based  on this simple model, but  the most  interesting re- 
sults obtained in this way could be studied experimentally 
or with more refined theoretical models. 
From Fig. 2, one can See that a small angular momen- 
FIG.  2.  The centrifugal  barrier  effect  on  the  lifetime  for 
emission  of  various  charged  particles:  (a) protons  from  I5'~u 
(E,=0.51  MeV), (b) a from 212~o,  (C)  '~e  from 'I6Rn,  (d) I4c 
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tum, up to five units of  fi, makes an important contribu- 
tion to the lifetime only for light emitted particles  (espe- 
cially  for  protons).  For  heavier  ions,  one  can  neglect 
small angular momentum effects; hence in the following 
we shall not consider the spin and parity conservation. 
111.  LIFETIME PREDICTIONS 
In a systematic search for new  decay modes, the first 
step consists  in  finding the regions of  the nuclear  table 
where the condition  of  metastability  is fulfilled.  Up to 
now we have done calculations in which all isotopes of the 
elements with  Z2  <  25 are supposed to be  possible candi- 
dates of emitted HI's  from all nuclides with A > 2A2 and 
Z > 2Z2.  Only the 2200 nuclides tabulated  by  Wapstra 
and Audi were  usually considered, but sometimes we  ex- 
tended the region by  using a computer program for mass 
e~tra~olations~~  and some of the 1975 mass predictions.44 
Like the diproton, dineutron,' and trineutron, 5~e  and 
8~e  are  unstable,  but  one  can  assume  a  mechanism  in 
which the components are leaving the parent nucleus to- 
gether  and  after tunneling  through  the potential  barrier 
they are moving apart. 
A  part  of  the nuclear chart, with  Z 2 60 and  N 2 80, 
can be seen in Fig. 3, where the contour plots of  Q values 
for 14c  emission are drawn.  For a given mass number, 
A =Z  +  N, there is a smooth (liquid-drop model) trend of 
increase from the neutron rich side toward the neutron de- 
ficient side, like for CL decay Q values.  The reverse is true 
for very  neutron  rich  emitted  HI's  like 839~e.  The shell 
effects for the daughter magic numbers Z1  =82,  NI  =82 
and  126 are also very  clearly seen, pushing  down the  Q 
value for I4c  emission from 2g~a  (33.05 MeV) and from 
2i92~~  (33.08 MeV). 
By  comparing Fig.  3 with  a similar one for a  decay, 
one  can  see  that  the  condition  of  metastability  for  H1 
emission is  fulfilled  for  a  larger  region  of  the  nuclear 
chart.  From this point  of  view, these exotic radioactivi- 
ties are more general phenomena, but their intensities are 
weaker (the lifetimes larger) than that of a decay. 
The  very  strong  shell  effect  at  the  double  magic 
daughter  208~b  in  Fig.  3,  which  had  been  seen  in  the 
asvmmetric  fission mass distribution calculated  with the 
fragmentation the~r~,~',~  was  also observed for all other 
emitted  HI's.  Hence,  we  can  resume  in Fig.  4  the  Q 
values for the H1 emission in which the daughter is '08pb. 
The released  energy  increases with  Z2 and for Z2  > 16, 
one has  Q>  100 MeV.  This energy is shared between the 
emitted particle and the daughter.  One can assume that 
like for a decay the kinetic energy of the H1 is given by 
Ek =QAl/A  and  the  recoil  energy  of  the  daughter  is 
Q -E.  But it can happen that, for heavier emitted parti- 
cles, like in fission, a part of this energy is lost on exciting 
or deforming the fragments. 
The  corresponding  predicted  lifetimes  are  plotted  in 
Fig.  5,  displaying the best values expected for almost all 
new decay modes.  To guide the eye, various isotopes of a 
given emitted element are joined with a heavy line if Z2  is 
even, or with  a dotted line if  Z2  is odd.  The specified 
mass numbers of  some emitted HI's are used as reference 
points.  For a practical  reason, Z2  is restricted  to values 
smaller than 26 (parents with  Z<  108), but of  course we 
can continue even for the superheavy nuclei. 
Almost all nuclei are metastable with resvect to several 
decay modes, but  if  the lifetimes are very  long, they are 
stable from the practical point of view.  If the age of  the 
universe is  of  the order of  101° yr (that is  1017.5  s), then 
the processes with a half-life much  shorter than that ex- 
plain why some nuclides could not be found in nature.  Of 
course,  one  has  to  consider  all  the  competing  decay 
modes,  the  most  important  determining  the  minimum 
partial half-life.  The available experimental techniques al- 
low  to measure very slow processes  ( T -  102' yr), as for 
example the spontaneous fission of  some actinides.  Con- 
FIG. 3.  Contour  plots  of  Q  values  for I4c emi~sion  from 
various nuclides with  Z 2 60 and N 2 80 having masses tabulat- 
ed by Wapstra and Bos (Ref. 36). 
FIG. 4.  The released energy for the emission of  various iso- 
topes of  the specified elements Din  the parents leading to the 
double magic 20SPb  daughter nucleus. 10  A  detailed  illustration  of  the  N1  =  126  neutron  and 
Z1  =82  proton  shell  effects  in  the daughter  nucleus  is 
I 
given in Fig. 6, where the lifetime for the 12 decay modes 
(8~~,  12-14~,  15~,  23~  24,251,~  -  ,  e, 28~g,  32~i,  46~r,  and 48~a) 
VI  are plotted  versus the daughter neutron  number  N1 for 
C-  various  daughter  proton  numbers  Z1  =  80-87.  The 
0 
0 
d  minimum value of  the lifetime for a given Z1  is almost 
always obtained when N1  =  126.  But for some light emit- 
20  ted HI's (like 'Be,  and "C),  Z1  for the minimum lifetime 
is  not  82 as usual.  Nevertheless,  the improvement with 
respect to the values given in Fig. 5 is not larger than one 
order  of  magnitude.  The  even-odd  effect  can  also  be 
better  seen  in Figs.  6(c), (e), (0,  and (h). For even-odd 
emitted  HI's  (':C,  the :;~e  5) the even  N1 (odd N) are 
preferred.  For  odd-even  (l;N8  and ';F„)  the  even  Zl 
(odd Z)  are the best. 
In Fig. 7, we compare the results obtained using the nu- 
30  merical  method  (the points) with  the analytical formula 
10  20  30  10  A,  50  (the curves). One can see that not far from the magic neu- 
tron number of the daughter the agreement is good, but in 
FIG. 5.  The decimal logarithm of  the lifetimes for the Same  general  the results of  the analytic formula are more op- 
processes as in Fig. 4.  timistic  than those of  the numerical  method.  This fact 
may be due to the inclusion of shell effects in the parame- 
sequently, we cut Fig. 5 at T =  10~'  S.  The time scale of 
all figures of  this paper  (except for Figs. 2 and 8) is re- 
versed, because we want to get the impression of  the in- 
tensity which is proportional to T-'. 
The most im  ortant shell effect is in the region of  the 
double  magic  #:Pb  daughter.  Similar  predictioni2 for 
lighter parent  nuclei leading to the double magic Yo2sn82 
show longer lifetimes. 
In Fig. 5 one can also See  a pairing effect:  for odd N2 
or Z2 emitted HI, the lifetime is longer  than for their 
even neighbors.  There are few exceptions to this rule con- 
cerning  Z2, as for example  1;~8  and ::P~~,  but in these 
cases the neutron numbers N2  are magic ones, and proton 
numbers are almost magic. 
For  each  A2  in  Fig.  5  one  has  a  Z2 giving  the 
minimum  lifetime.  When  A2  is  increased  beyond 
A2=16, the better  emitted H1 for a  given  A2 becomes 
more and more neutron rich and the corresponding parent  2 
becomes more neutron deficient nuclei.  For Z2  2  17 there 
is a cut in the curves at higher values of  A2, due to the 
fact  that the corresponding  masses  (on the neutron rich 
side of  the emitted particles or the neutron deficient one 
of the parents) are not available. 
The list of  all new  decay modes given in this figure is 
very  large:  5~~,  8-10~~  11,12B  12-16~ 13-17~,  15-220 
9  9 
18-23~  Y  20-26~~,  23-28~~  >  23'30Mg,  27-32~~  28-36si > 
31-39P  32-425  35-45..  .  37-47  ...A~  40-49  ...K 
f 
42-51..)Ca  44-53.'.  .sC,  46-53..  .~i,  48-54  ...V 49-55..  .C  ,  ,  r, etc. 
There are more than  140 kinds of  exotic radioactivities 
with  Z2  =2-24  and  they  continue for Z2  >  24.  From 
these one can select  a list of the most intensive processes 
for a given  AZ: 5He, '~e,  llB, 12-14c,  15N, 16-200  , 21~, 
22 -  24~~  ,  25~~,  26-28~~,  29~1,  30-34si ,  35p,  36-38s  39,41c1  ,  2 
40,42-44~~  45~,  46-50ca  51 -53~i  FIG. 6.  Lifetimes versus  daughter neutron  number  Ni  for 
54'55Cr,  etc.  For  each  various decay modes by  spontaneous emission of  the following 
element, ine or two iso;opes  are the best  emitted:  'Be,  nucbi:  8~e  (a), 12~  (b), 13~  ic), 14~  (d),  15~  (e),  297 (0,  24~~  1~1, 
11~,  12,14~,  15~,  1601 21F, 22,24~~,  25~~,  26"28~~,  29~1,  32si,  "Ne  ih), 28Mg (i), 32Si  G),  46~r  (k), and 48Ca (1).  The daughter 
35p,  36~,  37~1,  46~~~  47~,  48ca,  49sC, 52~i,  53,54\i  54355~~  atomic numbers are the following:  .-80;  U-81;  0-82;  O- 
etc.  83; A-84;  d-85;  V  -86,  and 0-87. 32  -  ATOMIC NUCLEI DECAY MODES BY SPONTANEOUS .  . .  577 
FIG. 7.  Comparison of lifetimes for I4C emission from vari- 
ous isotopes of Ra and Ac, calculated witli a numerical method 
(eRa,  0-Ac)  and  the  analytical  formula  (--,  Ra, 
---  ,  Ac). 
ter E,  of the lifetime analytical formula; in the numerical 
method we have been working with E, =const. 
The minimum  value obtained for 8~e  emission is about 
17 orders of  magnitude longer than that of  the best value 
for alpha emission.  But  '~e  itself is an unstable nucleus 
fissioning  into  two  alpha  particles,  hence  it  will  be 
difficult to reject  the background  in  order to detect  the 
a particles.  Nevertheless, in some plastic detect~rs:~ 
'~e  is very easily identified due to the specific  T-shaped 
track. 
From Fig. 8, one can See that the lifetime for various a 
decay  modes can be  substantially  diminished by  exciting 
the emission level  above the ground  state.  A  precursor 
nucleus  far  off  the  ß-stability  line  could  populate  the 
emitter excited levels.  The ß-delayed H1 emission can be 
analyzed in the same way  as the ß-delayed  'He  radioac- 
ti~it~.~  In fact, we  can say that the right word is not ß- 
delaved but ß-enhanced H1 emission, because the lifetime 
for HI ernisiion  from  an  excited state is  usually longer 
than that of  the ß decay of  the precursor.  Alternatively, 
the feeding of  excited levels could be supplied by thermal 
neutron capture like in (n,aj  reactions. 
IV.  BRANCHING RATIO 
The most  important  competitor  of  these  new  decay 
modes is usually the alpha decay.  Consequently, for some 
e~~erirnents,"~'~  the absolute value of  the lifetime  T is 
not so important as  the branching  ratio relative to alpha 
decay  T/T,. We have ~hown'.~  that from this point of 
view  Rose  and  ~ones" discovered  the  best  emitter  of 
'4~-namely  223~a  with a branching ratio 
0  2  L  6  810 
E*(M~v) 
FIG. 8.  Lifetimes for the emission from excited levels of 4~e 
(a),  '~e  (b), I4c (C),  and 48~a  (d),  when the daughter is 208~b.  E* 
is  the  fraction  of  the  excitation  energy  concentrated  in  the 
separation degree of freedom. 
confirmed by  Alexandrov et a1.,12 (7.6?3.0)X 10-1°,  and 
by  Gales  et UZ.,~  (5.5rt2.0)  X 10-1°. Of  Course,  if  the a 
particles could be discriminated (for example deflected9 by 
the magnetic  fieldj,  the most  important quantity  is the 
lifetime.  From this point of  view, the best I4c emitter is 
222~a  rather than 223~a. 
The branching ratio relative to the a decay was plotted 
in Fig. 9 for the same processes as in Fig. 5, leading to the 
double magic daughter 208~b.  If a measured a-decay life- 
time is not available in the table~,*'~~  we calculate  T,  by 
using the semiempirical form~la.~~~~~ 
One can See  that Fig. 9 is quite different from Fig.  5. 
FIG. 9.  The branching  ratios relative  to alpha decay for the 
same processes as in Fig. 4. For example, '~e,  which was the best in Fig. 5  ( ~~10")  Z2 
1 
is  now  pushed  down  three  orders  of  magnitude under 
L0 
T/T,  1012 while above this level one has not only 14c 
( Te12.6)  and 48~a  ( Te  13.5) but also 24,25~e  and 28929~g 
with  T > 10*'  S. 
We have ~hown"~  in the example of 14c  radioactivity  30  160' 
that the simple rule that the optimum case is obtained for 
the double magic daughter or not too far from it, which 
works  quite  well  for  the  absolute  value  of  logT,  is  no 
longer  useful  for  the  branching  ratio  T/T,.  Now  we 
present much more decay modes in Fig. 10. 
20 
/ 
Only in a  small number  of  cases  (13c, 15~,  2'~e,  and  /  20 
"hlg)  the best  branching  ratio is  obtained  at  NI  =  126  10 -  ,,'I  ,-  5" 
Usually  N1  =  127 is preferred  for HI's  lighter than 25~e 
I  , 
and  ]V1 =  125  for  emitted  ions  heavier  than  "M~.  I  ,--- 
Z1  =  82 is on the top for '3'14~,  "N,  23~,  and 48~a,  but we  2 ,L-'  t  I 
can have Z  =  85 for '~e,  Z =  80 for 46~r,  and Z  =  8  1  2  10  20  3 0  L0  50  60  N2 
for 24,25~e,  28~g,  and 32~i.  The calculated numbers seem 
to indicate that it  would  be  difficult  to perform  experi-  FIG. 11.  Q values for the emission of HI's with 2, protons 
ments due to the weak intensity of these processes, but we  arid N2  neutrons from a SourCe of 233U. 
know that small branching ratios,  relative to a decay, in 
the range of  10-'~-10-'~  have been  determined for the 
spontaneous fission of some Th, U, Np, and Am isotopes. 
In  the experimental  search  for new  decay  modes  one 
can use either Figs. 5 and 6 for the absolute value of  T, or 
Fig.  10 for the branching  rati~.~~  Further  details  about 
some cases  in  which a good  T/T, ratio is obtained  are 
given in Table I.  One has to Stress that  T,  is the partial 
lifetime only for the strongest alpha transition, hence it is 
sometimes different from the lifetime for all alpha transi- 
tions. 
In order to see if other decay modes are in competition 
with a decay, not only  T,  but also the total half-life  T, 
are given in this table.  One can see, for exam  le, that the 
following  nuclei  '$;AC,  \3t~p,  \y~m,  and !;;Fm  have 
/  T, -  T,  /  larger than one order of magnitude.  There are 
10  20  30  40  5OAe60 
FIG. 10.  The branching ratios relative to alpha decay for the  FIG.  12.  Lifetime spectra for vari~us  modes of  decay by  H1 
Same processes as in Fig. 6.  emission of 22ka  (a),  'j3U (b),  'jYU  (C), and 254Fm  (d). 32  -  ATOMIC NUCEEI DECAY MODES BY SPONTANEOUS . . .  579 
TABLE I.  Some high branching ratio ismall T/T,)  H1 emissions. 
Emitted  Parent  Daughter  Ek a  log T,  1% T,  log T 
H1  Z  A  z  1  NI  (MeV)  (SI  is)  is) 
other cases with  T/Ta 5 1012 but T, <<Ta, which are not 
mentioned in Table I.  Some of  the parents in this table 
are not on the neutron-deficient side of the nuclear chart 
where T is minimum, due to the fact that Ta is also small 
in this region. 
Another important problem in planning an experiment 
is to know the spectrum of  the emitted particles from a 
given source A and Z available.  From the Q'-value varia- 
tion with the neutron and proton numbers N2 and Z2  of 
the emitted HI, as is shown in Fig. 11 for the 233~  parent 
nucleus, one cannot answer the question.  There are many 
emitted particles with positive Q values.  The ridge shape 
appearing in this figure means that for each  A2 there is 
usually  one combination of  Z2 and N2 giving  the max- 
imum  Q value and the corresponding  Q increases  when 
AZ  increases. 
In Fig. 12 we present the spectrum of the emitted parti- 
cles from various sources:  223~a,  233~,  238~,  and 254~m. 
In the first case one can See that the other HI's  (12"3"5~) 
which are emitted from 22%a are more than five orders of 
magnitude weaker than 14c,  already measured.  We expect 
that  from  233~,  the  most  probable  emission  will  have 
24,25~e  ( ~=10~~  s  and  T/T,=~O'~  5,  as  is  written  in 
Table  I).  Then  28~g  follows  with  T =  10~~  and 
T/T,=Io~~. 
238~  is predicted to have ~=10~~  s for the emission of 
34~i  and  T/T,=Io";  30~g  is four orders of  magnitude 
lower.  But the case of 1$i20  needs to be further examined 
in order to check the validity of the approximation for the 
mass value of the daughter (2;i~t126).  For this reason, 34~i 
was not given in Table I and there are many other similar 
cases.  We need  better  accuracy  in mass predictions  and 
more experimental  points to get more confidence in our 
estimations.  From 254~m,  the most likely  emitted ion is 48~a  with  ~-10'~  s and T/T,=~O'~. 
By comparing the spectra of  all sources in Fig.  12 one 
can see the trend toward heavier emitted particles when 
the mass  number of  the parent  increases.  This trend is 
similar with the one observed in the light fragment part of 
the asymmetric fission fragment mass distribution.  In our 
case it is explained by the shell effect at N1  =  126: 
and 
Once more, one can see that the neutron shell effects at 
N1  =  126 are usually  much stronger than the proton ones 
at Z1  =82. 
In fission, for some heavy Fm isotopes the mass distri- 
bution  is  symmetric because  the light  fragment  has ap- 
proximately  a  magic  neutron number  82 (or not  too far 
from it) like the heavy fragment.  But the H1 emission is 
essentially  an  asymmetric  process  because,  at  least  at 
present, it is hopeless  to believe  that the superheavy ele- 
ment 416164,  for which one has symmetric fission in two 
fragments 208~b,  will ever be available. 
V.  CONCLUSIONS 
In the framework of  ASAFM  one can  obtain reliable 
values for the nuclear lifetimes relative to the new decay 
modes if the masses of the three partners (parent and two 
fragments) are well known and a suitable value of the Zero 
point vibration energy is used.  By introducing a shell ef- 
fect in E,  one obtains better agreement with experimental 
data on 380 a emitters and the 14c  radioactivity of 223~a 
is  reproduced.  We  need,  of  Course,  more  experimental 
points  (new decay modes  with  emitted  ions heavier  than 
14c)  to further improve the model, because the lifetime is 
very  sensitive to the details of  the barrier  shape and pa- 
rameters.  Hence, the present calculations should be taken 
only as orientative rough estimations. 
From a systematic search across the nuclear table, we 
have shown the great complexity and diversity of the new 
phenomena:  there are more than  140 emitted HI's, vari- 
ous isotopes of  the elements with  Z2  =2-24,  for which 
the lifetimes are in the range 10'~-10~~  S.  For a given de- 
cay  mode  ( A2,Z2)  the  minimum  lifetime  is  obtained 
when  the  daughter  has  a  magic  number  of  neutrons 
N1  =  126 and a magic number of protons Z1  =  82 or not 
too far from it.  In the trans-tin region,  where  NI  =  82 
plays  the major role,  the lifetimes are much  longer.  A 
pairing effect  is also present:  usually  for odd N2 or Z2 
emitted HI's,  the  lifetime  is  longer than  for their  even 
neighbors.  Almost all nuclides with Z>  40 are metastable 
with respect to several decay modes but if  the lifetime is 
very long (for example longer than 10~'  s) one can say that 
from tke practical  point  of  view,  the corresponding nu- 
cleiis is stable.  When the mass number A2 increases, for 
Z2  > 16 the position of  the optimum-optimorum emitted 
H1 moves in the neutron rich side of the nuclear chart and 
the parent becomes more and more neutron deficient. 
According  to  our  calculations,  the best  value  of  the 
branching  ratio  for  14c emission  relative  to  a decay 
( -  10~')  is obtained for the parent 223~a  and was already 
measured.  But in this case the absolute value of  the life- 
time ( -  1015 s) is by two orders of magnitude longer than 
that of 222~a  for 14c  emission and by five orders of mag- 
nitude longer than the minimum value for '~e  radioactivi- 
tY. 
Up to now only penetrabilities,  which are not measur- 
able quantities, have been used by  some experimenters to 
choose  the  rnost  likely  spontaneously  emitted  cluster. 
This method  can  yield  sometimes wrong  predictions  in 
comparison with the lifetime calculations. 
The simple rule of  the best value for the double magic 
208~b  daughter which works with few exceptions for abso- 
lute  value  of  the  lifetime,  is  no  longer  valid  for  the 
branching ratio.  For the optimum  T/T„  the daughter 
neutron  number values  N1  are spread  from  125 to  130 
and the proton numbers Z1  from 80 to 83 as it was shown 
in Table I, where there are some interesting cases deserv- 
ing attention. 
The increase of the lifetime due to some units of angu- 
lar momentum carried by the HI's in order to fulfill the 
spin  and  parity  conservation  laws  is  usually  negligible 
small, except for some very  light emitted particles.  The 
lifetime could be substantially diminished if the transition 
takes place from an excited level populated by ß decay of 
a precursor far off the stability line (ß-enhanced H1 emis- 
sion) or by  a thermal neutron capture, like in (n,a)  reac- 
tions (neutron-induced H1 emission).  Finally, we can say 
that  the  great  complexity  and  diversity  of  this 
phenomenon  Opens  a  large  field  of  experimental  and 
theoretical in~esti~ations.~~-~~ 
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